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Identification
Connect Procedure
L. J. Laii'Dert
Puroose
The purpose of the connect procedure is to cause a connect
signal to be sent by a system controller to the active
device configured on the designated system controller ·.
port. The signal is initiated when a processor issues
a GE645 connect instruction (cioc y). This Instruction
mu11 be executed by a processor in the master mode.
piscussion
Before attempting to read and understand this document
it would be advantageous to review first the documents
of Section BC.1. These documents describe the hardware
configurationt hardware terminology and the hardware restrictions
which are implicit in the discussion of the connect procedure.
-~

The connect instruction is a privileged instruction In
the sense that 1t can on 1y be executed by a processor
ln the master mode. The "control processor• concept does
D91 apply however. In other words any processor can issu•
a connect to any active device.·
.
The operand word detenmined by the effective address of
the connect instruction designates in the low order 3
bits (33. 34. 35) the system controller port (Q-7) which
is to receive the connect signal (sent by the system controller).
The remaining bits (0·32) of this word may or may not
contain infonnation for the active device depending on
the type of active device on the system controller port. :
Restrlctjons
The prototype Ufire bose drum" requires that the connect
operand word be physically located In a memory location
controlled by the system controller which also contains
the memory location designated on the drum base address
switches. A 11 other active device.s do not have this restriction.

Mit hod
To Issue a connect for an active device the following call
ls made
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ca11 master_mode_~t$cioc(cow.loglact_dev. err_ret)
where a
master_mode_ut

- a master mode segment (BK.S.OO)

cloc

- entry point to Issue connects

cow

- a string (b 33) which will be
placed ln the hlgh: order 33 blts

of the con11e.ct

opera~d

wrd.

. l.og_act_dev

- the logical designation of the
active device (fixed 18). This
argument ls used to determine
the .physical port assignment of
this device. This port number
ls then stored In bl ts 33-35
of the connect operand word.

err_ret

• Is a label which designates an
error return to be taken if the
logi.cal active device designation
Is not correct.
·

'

'

The connect procedure, uslng the l~ical active device
number as an ·argument determines from the active device
configuration tible the system controller port to which · ·
this device Is connected. A connect operand word is built
using the port number and the 11 CoW 1 argument. A connect
instruction Is then Issued which specifies the resulting
connect operand word as the operand.
.
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Active Deyice Configuration Tjble
Logical dey ice number
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Active Deyices
GIOC
GIOC
GIOC
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2
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GIOC
8
Extended Memory Module
1
Extended Memory Module · 2
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Extended Memory Module
processor
processor
processor
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